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Conference – Nourishing our Community 

The conference is just around the corner, 

hopefully along with the sunshine, and we still 

have some places available, if you haven’t yet 

booked. Tea and registration is from 4pm and 

we gather formally at 6pm. 

Workshops 

If you’ve been thinking about running a 

workshop, but not got round to it, we’re 

offering one more week for up to 3 more 

proposals and encourage you to take up this 

opportunity to share your passion, interests 

and explorations with the community. Please 

submit your proposal form by the 21st June 

at the latest. 

Fertile Void Space 

We are introducing time and space in the 

timetable for creativity to emerge in the fertile 

void! It’s a space where you can respond to 

what emerges in the here and now, initiating 

a run in the garden, a follow up discussion 

from a workshop, a laughter circle, a game, a 

singing group, it’s up to you… You can also 

use this time to bring 

posters/leaflets/artwork/anything else 

you’d like to share with others – space will be 

provided. Bring your imagination! 

 

 

 

Open Mic Night - Friday 28th June 

If you have something you'd like to perform or 

lead; a song, poem, dance, magic, laughter, or 

anything you else you’d like to share, then 

come along and bring your instruments, 

voice, magic tricks, dance routines, comic 

sketches, poetry… it’s over to you! 

Music & Dance Night - Saturday 29th June 

We’re delighted to welcome a “kicking 

Louisiana Blues, Cajun & Creole roots band’ -  

The Creole Brothers - to lead our Saturday 

night partying! 

UKAGP Scholarship Fund 

The committee would like to initiate a new 

scholarship fund, in the spirit of the AAGT, to 

‘encourage a growing community of diverse 

practitioners and students from all over the 

world to attend our conferences’. This will be 

discussed at our community meeting. 

Bring a Book 

Bring along therapy related book, journals, 

dvds, that you happy to part with, and donate 

to the conference. All books will then become 

available for others to buy, with all the money 

raised going to the new UKAGP Scholarship 

Fund. 
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Farewell 

I have been chair of the committee for 

two years now (and on the general 

committee for an additional year). So with 

three years under my belt I am now 

standing down. I can say it has been an 

interesting role to undertake – that’s not 

a euphemism for a hard time! It’s been a 

mixture of challenge, some frustration, 

excitement, reward, enjoyment, 

engagement  and interest – quite a 

range, really. I have valued working with 

colleagues on the committee and 

particularly enjoyed our face to face 

meetings at Chris’s house in Birmingham 

– thanks Chris! 

Report 

The organization and committee has 

continued to develop. We had a 

conference last year in Sheffield, wanting 

to make sure we moved the venue to the 

north of the country. As you may know, 

the majority of UKAGP members live in a 

more southerly aspect and we wanted to 

broaden our constituency. We also have 

continued to emphasise UKAGP as an 

inclusive organization for all UK gestaltists 

regardless of whether they belong to a 

particular gestalt organization or not.  

Membership 

At the last count we had over 200 

members of UKAGP, many of whom are 

students and we thank the various 

training organizations for their continued 

support in paying their student fees.  

Web Site 

Our website has been ticking over now for 

a couple of years. It may not be exactly 

purring in smoothness all the time, but it 

is certainly a vast improvement on what 

we had further back. Our PayPal system, 

although it has occasional glitches, makes 

life a lot easier for the committee. Adam 

Kincel continues to offer invaluable, 

constant support and we thank him for 

that. 

EAGT (European Association of Gestalt 

Therapy) 

Both Jacqui and I have continued to 

attend EAGT meetings in Europe. This is 

an important connection for us to build – 

a two way process between the UK and 

other members of Europe.  

Conference 

Our conference this year is in Lane End 

near High Wycombe. We are excited by 

the programme and looking forward to 

being at Lane End again – it is an 

excellent venue, providing very good 

facilities, set in lovely grounds with the 

added bonus of being watched over by 

beautiful soaring red kites! 
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Welcome to Natasha Wilson  

Conference Administrator 

I have recently joined the team organizing this 

year’s UKAGP Conference, in the role of 

administrator, and am now the first point of 

contact for any queries relating to the conference.  

I will be communicating with all delegates about 

conference arrangements over the next few 

weeks and will be at the conference to register 

delegates and to generally assist in the orientation 

process.  

I have a background in complementary therapies 

and administration and am currently general 

practice manager of The Practice Rooms, renting 

therapy space in Bath, Bristol and Salisbury. 

For conference queries: Please contact me at 

admin@ukagp.org.uk 

 

Farewell from Emma Boardwell 

Trainee Representative 

I joined the UKAGP committee after attending the 

annual conference back in 2011. As a trainee this 

was my first Gestalt conference and I really 

enjoyed feeling part of the wider Gestalt 

community. Consequently I felt very enthused 

about getting more involved in the work of the 

committee. 

It's been a stimulating and enjoyable 2 years but I 

feel now is the time for me to stand down and 

focus more on the task of UKCP accreditation 

which lies ahead.  

 

 

 

 

Farewell from Chris O’Malley 

Finance Officer 

I was voted on to the Committee at the 2010 1-

day Conference in Birmingham, so amazingly 

nearly 3 years has elapsed since I took on 

something well out my comfort zone, never having 

been a Committee member of anything before. 

This role, previously undertaken by Mike Osborne 

has been a learning curve for me and I must say 

has stressful at times, particularly as it would 

better have been served if I had better IT skills and 

more time to investigate or use relevant software. 

This I feel might have supported aspects of the 

role such as financial planning which I feel I have 

been less adept at than best suits the 

organisation. However, I have learnt to use an 

Excel Spreadsheet for the first time, which has 

given me a basis on which to analyse the accounts 

for the organisation.  

I have greatly enjoyed the contact with other 

Committee members and the meetings- many of 

which have been at my home in Birmingham. It’s 

been a few years to think back on with some 

satisfaction, with the process leading to the 2012 

one-day Conference -as well as the day itself – 

being of particular enjoyment. It was good to see 

new people coming to the Conference and to 

experience the possibilities for an ongoing role for 

UKAGP in bringing practitioners together with an 

energetic connection that –in my experience- 

continues to support me as a Gestaltist in a field 

where our voices can so often seem drowned out. 

My father died in January this year and the 

changes which this has brought about mean that I 

have struggled to find the sustained energy to  

do justice to the role of Financial Officer for 

UKAGP. I am both sad and glad to resign my post 

and offer my help and support to my successor.  
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Hello and Goodbye 


